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Chapter 1: Introduction
This section introduces the Getting StartedWith RUM - Best Practices and includes the following
topics:

l "Scope andMotivation" below

l "Why Use RUM?" below

l "Why Use BPM?" on the next page

Scope and Motivation
RUM provides ongoingmonitoring of user experience, application availability, and performance
behavior, based on passive sniffing of network traffic. RUM can also collect data on traffic using
JavaScript instrumentation of aWeb application or Android native application instrumentation. The
purpose of this document is to provide RUM users with an understanding of how to deploy RUM
quickly and correctly, and how to realize value in a short time.

The target audience for this guide is customers who are new implementers of RUM, or HP partners
who already have Business ServiceManagement (BSM) knowledge, but are new to RUM. While no
deep networking/encryption knowledge is needed, you will need to know the protocol and encryption
used by themonitored application.

Why Use RUM?
RUM provides you a window to realize the real experience of your end users, over and above the data
collected by other BSM data collectors.

SiteScope keeps you aware of infrastructure problems (and provides some details on business
impact). Infrastructuremonitoring can alert you when you have infrastructure problems, even though
the business and the users may not be affected at the time. Also, theremay be a situation when the
infrastructure is normal, but there is an applicative problem in a specific use case that is not monitored
by SiteScope.

Business Process Monitor (BPM) has amore narrow focus on the application, and cannot represent all
user flows from all locations.

RUM gives you the entire picture - of all users, from all locations. It is common to see an application
monitored by RUM and BPM, where the BPM transactions are OK and the RUM data is in a critical
status. This can convey that the BPM scripts are not really monitoring what real users are doing, or that
the problemmay be in specific locations.

This is why a holistic approach of having a variety of data collectors is needed to cover all scenarios.
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Why Use BPM?
BPM should also be used to gather data during inactive hours of the users, so you will be able to detect
problems before a real user encounters them. In addition, BPM is the basic monitor for building SLAs,
because it has the same transactionmonitored at the same time intervals.

Getting StartedWith RUM - Best Practices
Chapter 1: Introduction
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Chapter 2: Planning for RUM
For optimal implementation of RUM, we recommend that you obtain in advance the information you will
need for the implementation phases:

l The network diagram of the applications.

l The estimated amount of traffic to bemonitored and its type (HTTP/HTTPS/TCP), for each
segment (for multi-tier applicationmonitoring). The RUM pricingmodel (except for the 360 APM
license) is per probe.

You can use the traffic discovery tool (described in chapter 4) in the RUMweb console to get the
exact amount of traffic, to determine how many probes will be needed tomonitor the overall traffic.

Use the Probe Sizing calculator (which is located on the HP Software Support site) to see how
many probes you will need to use. Note that Text Pattern Events have a high impact on the probe
capacity to monitor traffic. If using them, it is recommended to create Text Pattern Events on
selective pages and not globally on all the traffic.

Example of the Probe Sizing Calculator:
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l The protocols that will bemonitored. Verify in Appendix A that they are supported.

l What the user considers are the important Business Services and Business transactions to
monitor.

l Who the users of the product are (IT/application owners/CIO). What is the data each user wants to
receive and how will he consume it (report, email …).

l If SSL traffic is to bemonitored, obtain the private keys (not the certificates) in the correct format
(PEM, DER, PKCS8, and PKCS12 private key types, as well as Java Keystore) before
implementation. Note that for the Asymmetrical encryptionmethod only RSA is supported (and not
Diffie-Hellman due to its cryptographic nature that is designed tomake it very difficult to sniff and
understand the traffic). This is not a real limitation as web servers can easily be configured to
request only RSA-based connections.

l We recommend that you contact the network administrator at an early stage to arrange the span
port, to save time later on.

Getting StartedWith RUM - Best Practices
Chapter 2: Planning for RUM
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Methods for Obtaining Monitored Traffic to the Probe
It is important to understand the differences between network tapping, port mirroring, and the RUM
Server Collector. A tap is themost reliable way to get all of the traffic with a guarantee that none of it is
lost. The downside is that a tap is an expensive device and it requires changing physical wiring. Port
mirroring requires the assistance of network administrators, but is usually simple to accomplish,
although it should be arranged in advance due to the time it takes to set up. However, when the switch
is loaded, the traffic to the RUM Probe will be the first to lose packets.

The Server Collector offers an alternative solution, by installing (with root permissions during the
installation) a light-weight component directly on the server machine. This component captures all
traffic from the local network card and sends it to a RUM Probe, thereby eliminating the need of
network personnel support. However, its bandwidth is limited to 140Mbps on aWindows machine and
250Mbps on a Linux machine, and it duplicates the traffic on the server.

Note: The RUM Server Collector was not certified for production use and should be used only for
proof of concept (POC) purposes.

Getting StartedWith RUM - Best Practices
Chapter 2: Planning for RUM
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Chapter 3: RUM Deployment Architecture Design
Considerations
It is important to understand where to connect the RUM Probe to your environment. The following are
some options of where to place the probe in order to listen to traffic.

Diagram of architecture options:
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l If optionA is selected, the probe will identify the web servers, but all the traffic will appear as
originating from the LB and there is no breakdown information about the real end user.

l OptionB is to place the probe between the LB and theWAN. In this case, the probe sees the
breakdown of the users, but the server breakdown is masked by the LB, so that all the traffic looks
as if it is designated to the LB and there is no information about the real Web/App Servers.

l Another approach is to use the RUMClient Monitor (OptionC) to catch the end user experience of
an application from the client-side point of view, including the actual time the user experienced due
to CDNs, external content, and proxies.

The optimal solution is a combination of getting the traffic from all ends, based on network feasibility
and the amount of traffic the probes are capable of monitoring. This is called the RUMmulti-tier
approach, and it gives you both end-user experience and back-end drilldown. This is illustrated in the
following diagram:

Note:

l If only one probe can be installed, we recommend that you install the probe as illustrated in
option A and set the x-forwarder-for (XFF) header on the LB to get the real IP by RUM and not
the LB IP.

l In cases where the traffic before the load balancer is encrypted and after the LB is not, it makes
sense to listen to the traffic both before and after the LB (options A+B) so that you also get the
SSL breakdown and can find out if problems reside there.

Getting StartedWith RUM - Best Practices
Chapter 3: RUMDeployment Architecture Design Considerations
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Chapter 4: Installation, Configuration, and
Validation
1. Always install the latest RUM Engine and Probe versions that match your BSM installation,

according to the support matrix (see Appendix B). This ensures that you get the best performance
and the latest fixes available.

2. Make sure you have the correct hardware (according to the Real User Monitor Installation and
Upgrade guide). Alsomake sure you have enough disk space for your MySQL server to store
RUM’s saved data, which by default is 2 weeks back (all the aggregated data resides on the BSM
DB, so only the last 2 weeks of raw data is saved by RUM).

3. Prepare a list of all of the URLs and IPs (since server ports are very important for kernel level
traffic filtering on the probe side), for all of the application tiers you intend tomonitor with RUM.

4. In the RUM Engine web console, configure your BSM andRUM Sniffer or Client Monitor probes
(under theConfiguration tab). Make sure you are able to sync configuration in the engine with no
errors and that the RUMweb console does not show any red statuses. A common problem is
when the RTSM integration password was changed from the default (admin) in the BSM
installation, but not updated properly in RUM. You will need the new password for the rum_
integration_user and canmodify it using the CMDB JMX:

http://<BSM Data Process Server machine>:21212/jmx-
console/HtmlAdaptor?action=inspectMBean&name=UCMDB:service=Security
Services#changeIntegrationUserPassword

Use the following parameters:

n customerId = 1

n userName = rum_integration_user

n Is integration user = true

n The new password that should be now used in the RUMweb console
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5. Run Probe Traffic Discovery from the RUMweb console for a while to validate that the traffic you
intend tomonitor is being received by the probe and that you are not exceeding the traffic capacity
limit.

6. If themonitored traffic is encrypted, upload the relevant private keys to the RUMweb console.

7. Configure the application you want to monitor in BSM, using IP and port if applicable. Note that the
traffic is filtered in the kernel on the probe by TCP port, so including the port in the configuration
(and not just the URL) improves the probe’s performance.

8. Deploy RUMmonitored applications one at a time so that you will be able to analyze problems and
realize benefit easily.

9. For web applications, we recommend that you run the Session ID detection from the RUMweb
console and insert the top values into the application definition.

Getting StartedWith RUM - Best Practices
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10. In theData Collection tab in End User Management (EUM) Administration, you canmask
sensitive parameters of the URL, or sensitive content of the requests/response when displaying
snapshots.

To collect more valuable data, you should also configure the following in EUM Administration:

l User Names (where the probe can find the user name in the traffic).

l Transactions (for getting Business Data). Also, if you have also BPMmonitoring this application, try
to have the same transactionmonitored by both RUM and BPM. This will enhance your data
collection to be consolidated in Service Health and EUM reports. In addition the infrastructure
model will unite with BPM transactions and not just with RUM transactions.

l EndUser Groups.

Using the RUMClient Monitor Probe requires you to instrument your web pages with a JavaScript
snippet before being sent to the browser. This should be done in one static place for ease of
deployment, and not in each page. For details, see "Installing the JavaScript Snippet" in the Real User
Monitor Installation and UpgradeGuide

There is also a simple way to get real user traffic without the need of the sniffer probe (and network
personnel) and without instrumenting the application with the JavaScript snippet. You can download a
RUMClient Monitor plugin for Chromewhich will perform the same JavaScript instrumentation, but
only on your Chrome browser. After configuring the plugin to connect to your RUMClient Monitor
Probe, you will be able to see all the traffic coming from the Chrome browser.

On a physical network the probe has to be physically close to the network tap or switch from which the
traffic is mirrored.

The throughput between the RUM Engine and Probe is relatively high, so it is recommended to place
them in such a way that they have a good network connection between them. The throughput between
the RUM Engine and the BSMGateway server is much less than the throughput between the RUM
Engine and Probe. Therefore, if necessary, the RUM Engine can be placed on a geographically remote
location, close to the Probe and communicating with BSM over theWAN. Youmay even consider
installing several RUM Engines near each Probe that will communicate with one BSM. However, since
the communication is two-sided, ports have to be opened in both directions.

The RUMweb console health page gives you a simple way of learning about problems at a glance,
before looking in the logs.

Getting StartedWith RUM - Best Practices
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When you have finished your configuration and data is flowing from RUM to BSM, apart from the RUM
data you will also be able to see the topology that RUM detected ‘on the fly’ (Running Software, Nodes,
IPs and Ports) and the locations that RUM detected automatically by its internal GEOmap of IPs.

Below is an example of the CIs that are auto discovered by RUM. Apart from the Business Application
and the Business Transaction, that are configured by the user (in End User Management
Administration), all the other CIs (node, runningsoftware, ip, ip_service_endpoint) and relationships are
created by RUM.

Getting StartedWith RUM - Best Practices
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Chapter 5: Basic RUM Application Example
Below is an example of an online banking application:

l Front End tier

n Reverse Proxy

l Backend Tier

n MySQL

l Web Tiers

n Load Balancer

n Application Servers

The following graphics show the basic configuration for correctly capturing the traffic:
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The application has aMySQL back-end tier and three web tiers (Reverse Proxy, LB, and an Ajax
application server):
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For all these five applications, you only need to configure the IP and port, and the URL if applicable (for
the front-end).

When configured, you will start to see the data RUM has monitored.

After you have some pages (auto discovered or configuredmanually by you) you can simply create a
RUM business transaction. It is important to create transactions for key flows, so that you can easily
see the impact on your business.

Getting StartedWith RUM - Best Practices
Chapter 5: Basic RUM Application Example
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Apart from Service Health, where you can see the status of your application and drill down to the
relevant data:
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There are also a variety of RUM reports that reflect an application’s status.

Among the important reports you can view is the Application Health report, in which you can see an
over time report of the sessions on your application, with the performance and errors that occurred on it
(with the ability to drill down and triage the problems):

Also, the RUM Event Summary report that shows you the top errors on your application on which your
development team should focus (also with the ability to drill down and triage the problems):
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Chapter 6: Monitoring Applications Hosted on
Virtual Infrastructure
l Tomonitor traffic when Vmotion is disabled:

n Deploy the RUM Probe on the same ESX as themonitored application.

n Allow promiscuous mode on the virtual switch or portgroup.

l Tomonitor traffic when Vmotion is enabled, perform one of the following:

n UseGRE Tunneling.

n Use Virtual Dedicated Taps.

n Install the RUM Probe on the same ESX as themonitored application, and keep virtual
machines together (VMware option).

n Use the RUM Server Collector.

Note: The RUM Server Collector was not certified for production use and should be used
only for proof of concept (POC) purposes.

l In ESX 5.x there is an option to define amirror port between two ESXs.

l In ESX 4.x you need ERSPAN (Cisco Nexus switches).
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Chapter 7: Advanced Reports Configuration
This section provides information about configuring advanced reports and includes the following topics:

l "Reports Grouped by Event Extracted Data" below

l "Adding Session Properties for Mobile Applications" on the next page

Reports Grouped by Event Extracted Data
Text pattern events consume probe CPU and therefore, reduces the probe’s performance.

Instead of configuringmany similar text pattern events that are only differentiated by the captured text,
it is more efficient to configure one text pattern event and extract the important data in it. BSM stores
your important data in the event’s extracted data field in the BSM database.

Regular reports do not display the data field. You can only see this value in an out of the box
configuration in the Event Log report, with no grouping. However, you can create a simple Custom
Query report that will display these values.

For example, to see how many different items of a certain event occurred in the last month, you can
create the following report:
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Note: If the text you are looking for only appears on specific pages, set the event to search only
those pages, since this will have amajor impact on the probe. There is a big difference when
searching for text on specific pages rather than on all the application pages. The probe calculator
takes into consideration text pattern events that are configured globally (and therefore have a high
penalty).

Adding Session Properties for Mobile Applications
You can configure session properties to be tagged by RUM. The tags can be used to see data grouped
by the properties in the Session Summary report, to filter sessions included in the RUM Session
Analyzer report, and to view the tagged properties for a session when viewing the session details. You
can also create end user groups based on session properties.

You can use this technique for mobile applications. To see RUM reports filtered by the type of mobile
users:

1. Create two session properties - Mobile OS and Session Browser - in End User Management
Administration.

Getting StartedWith RUM - Best Practices
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2. Edit the fileHPRUM\conf\configurationmanager\Beatbox_Default_Const_
Configuration.xml:

n The os-name definition should be as follows. If it is different, replace the definition with the
following:

[field  os-name]

granularity      hits

extract          cs(User-Agent) iPhone rumos_iPhone

extract          cs(User-Agent) Android rumos_Android

extract          cs(User-Agent) BlackBerry             rumos_BlackBerry

extract          cs(User-Agent) webOS.*Pre rumos_WebOS

extract          cs(User-Agent) Linux rumos_Linux

extract          cs(User-Agent) SunOS rumos_Solaris

extract          cs(User-Agent) (Windows|MSIE|Win32|msnbot|MSProxy)  rumos_Windows

extract          cs(User-Agent) Mac             rumos_Macintosh

extract          cs(User-Agent) !(^rumos)

extract          cs(User-Agent) rumos_(.*) $1

content         cs(User-Agent)

Note: The delimiter between fields must be a tab and not a space.

Getting StartedWith RUM - Best Practices
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n Replace the definition of the browser-namewith the following:

[field  browser-name]

granularity      hits

extract          cs(User-Agent) Chrome/([0-9]+\.[0-9]) Chrome $1

extract          cs(User-Agent)  Safari/([0-9]+\.[0-9])     Safari $1

extract          cs(User-Agent) Firefox/([0-9]+\.[0-9])     FireFox $1

extract          cs(User-Agent) MSIE.([0-9]+\.[0-9]) Internet Explorer $1

extract          cs(User-Agent) Mozilla/([0-9]+\.[0-9]) Netscape $1

extrac           cs(User-Agent) ([^\s]+)/([0-9]+\.[0-9]) $1 $2

extract          cs(User-Agent) ([^\s]+)/([0-9]+) $1 $2

content         cs(User-Agent)

Note: The delimiter between fields must be a tab and not a space.

n At the end of file, replace the extra-setting section with the following:

<extra_settings>
<![CDATA[

[field         cs-placeholder2]
content browser-name

[field         cs-placeholder1]
content os-name
]]>

</extra_settings>

Getting StartedWith RUM - Best Practices
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3. You can also create end user groups for important devices, in EUM Administration. The definition
of the end user group is based on a session property calledMobileOS, which youmust predefine.
Define a separate end user group for eachmobile device to be able to filter the device in reports
based on the end user group. For example:

n iPhone

n Android

n BlackBerry

The configuration is illustrated in the following image:
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You can see the value of this configuration in the Session Summary report data.

After configuring end user groups by this property, you will also see it in other reports (End User
Summary and Breakdown by End Users reports).

Getting StartedWith RUM - Best Practices
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Chapter 8: Integrating with Other HP Software
Products
For a new monitored application in BSM, it may be advisable to start monitoring it using BPMwith
synthetic scripts. Later add RUM to provide the real end user experience. Finally add Diagnostics on
the application to create a way to deeply investigate and diagnose the problems users encounter.

This section includes the following HP software products:

l "BPM" below

l "Diagnostics" below

l "TransactionVision" on the next page

l "Data Flow Probe" on the next page

BPM
You can configure RUM to ignore BPM generated traffic for an application, so RUM reports will only
show real end user data (and not synthetic data as well).

Diagnostics
If you have registered and enabled Diagnostics in BSM, and RUM has detected Diagnostics data for
the requested action, you will have a drill-down from relevant RUM reports to Diagnostics reports. For a
list of these RUM reports, refer to “Viewing Diagnostics Data from EndUser Management Reports” in
the BSMUser Guide.
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TransactionVision
Within the RUMweb console, configure the TransactionVision Connection settings. For more details,
see “Viewing TransactionVision Data from EndUser Management Reports” in the BSMUser Guide.

Data Flow Probe
RUM is also able to act as a passive probe, sniffing the network topology and reporting to RTSM.

Register the uCMDB Data Flow Probe Connection Settings in the RUMweb console. In the Data Flow
Probe, configure the IPs and ports to which you want RUM to listen.
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Chapter 9: Basic Troubleshooting
This section provides basic troubleshooting and includes the following:

l "No New Application Data Displayed" below

l "Partial Data is Displayed" on the next page

l "No Raw Data Reports" on the next page

l "Creating a Debug Channel on the Probe for Analyzing Data" on page 34

No New Application Data Displayed
It is easier to isolate a problem if other applications are disabled. Therefore, if possible, disable other
applications in EUM Administration in BSM.

In RUM version 9.22 there is a new JMX called FlowMonitoring (http://<Engine>:8180/jmx-
console/HtmlAdaptor?action=inspectMBean&name=RUM.modules%3Aservice%3DFlowMonit
oring), which displays themain flow points of RUM. You can use this to locate where data is not being
received, in order to continue further investigation using engine logs or in the probe.

If you are not able to see traffic arriving in RUM:

1. Check your application configuration. A typical mistake is not adding an asterisk at the end of the
URL, or not assigning the application to the engine.

2. If the configuration is correct, check that the probe sees the desired traffic, either with traffic
discovery, or using tcpdump on the probemachine.

3. Make sure that the probe sees both sides of the traffic – requests and responses. If the probe only
sees one side, all the traffic is ignored. You can determine this using the Incomplete Transactions
indicator in the RUMweb console, under the probe section. If you see just one side of the
conversation, you will need to contact network assistance to fix it. To document the problem,
record a pcap file on the probemachine (using wireshark) and run the following command:

Wireshark > statistics > conversations > IP Tab > check packet from A > B and from B >
A

4. If you see traffic in the engine but it is not published, check further in the logs. Use the JMX
mentioned above (FlowMonitoring) to focus your search on the correct module.
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Partial Data is Displayed
If partial data is displayed:

1. Make sure your application is configured correctly.

2. Check that there is no data loss on the probe side. Use the System Health option in the RUMweb
console, under the probe section, to determine if this is the situation. If you aremonitoring an SSL
application, and the beginning of the conversation is missed, youmay lose the entire
conversation, so even a small amount of packet loss or transaction droppedmay result in loss of
significant data.

3. Check the overall health of RUM.

4. Use the FlowMonitoring JMX as described in "No New Application Data Displayed" on the
previous page.

No Raw Data Reports
If you see data in someRUM reports but not in others (such as Session Analyzer, Session Summary,
or other reports with special filters), it is possible that the RUMGateway URL credentials are not
correct.

To check this, click theOpen the Real User Monitor Web Console button on your BSMmachine
(see image below), and verify that you can see the RUMweb console and that the RUM hostname/IP
or user and password is correct. The user and password should be the RUM JMX user and password.
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Creating a Debug Channel on the Probe for Analyzing
Data
If you do not know where the user name or session ID is located in the data, you can look for it using
Wireshark. If you cannot install Wireshark on the probemachine,you can create a temporary debug
channel in the probe that will capture the suspected part of the data, which will enable you to correctly
configure the user name/session ID.

Note: This solution requires a change in the configuration that influences the probe performance.
Use it carefully and for a limited time. Be sure to remove the added configuration after the test is
finished.

As an example, suppose you know that the user name is stored in the header but you are not sure
exactly where.

To get all the headers for every hit:

1. Locate the \conf\configmanager\BeatBox_Default_Const_Config.xml file in the RUM Engine.

2. Make a backup copy and open the original file for editing.

3. Find the [channel rum-pages] section and add the following right before </channel_rum_
pages>:

[content my-req-headers]

extract_raw request headers

[content my-res-headers]

extract_raw response headers

[channel debug-channel]

granularity hits

type web

rotate 40000

cache false

require x-is-pageview 1

format date-time cs-uri-stem x-content-my-req-headers x-content-my-res-headers
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4. Synchronize the configuration.

5. Remove these configuration changes when done.

6. Delete the debug-channel you created as the probe will not delete the files under this folder.

To get just the cookie, the section will look like this:

[channel debug-channel]

granularity hits

type web

rotate 40000

cache false

require x-is-pageview 1

format date-time cs-uri-stem "cs(Cookie)"

Another possibility is to get all parameters (including post parameters) in case john-doe is found in one
of the parameters.

This is an example of the configuration (all the other steps are the same):

[field search-params]

granularity hits

content all-parameters

extract_filter all-parameters (john-doe) $1

[filter search-not-found]

granularity hits

require search-params eq

[channel debug-channel]

granularity hits

type web

rotate 40000

cache false

include !search-not-found

require x-is-pageview 1

#require x-application-name 318
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format x-application-name c-port "cs-uri-stem" all-parameters

Remember to remove the configuration changes when done and delete the debug-channel you created,
as the probe will not delete the files under this folder.
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Appendix A – Support Matrix, Hardware
Specifications, and Supported Protocols

Support Matrix
To view the support matrix, see "RUMCompatibility Matrix" in the Real User Monitor Administration
guide.

Hardware Specifications
For hardware specifications, check the HP Software Support site for the latest Real User Monitor
Installation and Upgrade guide.

RUM Supported Protocols for RUM Version 9.23
The following is the list of RUM Supported Protocols for version 9.23. See "Parsing Supported
Protocols" in the Real User Monitor Administration guide (for version 9.23).

HTTP Protocols

l HTTP/S

l SOAP

Database Protocols

l IBM DB2

l Microsoft SQL Server

l MySQLDatabase Server

l Oracle DB (Thin JDBC Client)

Application Servers

l Citrix XenApp

l IBMWebSphereMQ
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l Oracle Forms NCA

l SAPGUI

Mail Protocols

l IMAP (Internet Message Access Protocol)

l POP3 (Post Office Protocol)

l SMTP (SimpleMail Transfer Protocol)

Generically Supported Protocols

l DNS –Generic UDP

l Flash/ActionScript AMF –HTTP Based

l Microsoft Terminals Services (RDP) –Generic Streaming TCP

l RMI Registry – Generic TCP

l SSH –Generic Streaming TCP

Others

l FTP (File Transfer Protocol)

l ISO 8583 (financial transaction card originatedmessages for Visa andMastercard)

l LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol)
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Appendix B – Advanced User Name Resolving
To resolve user names, you can use two advanced name resolvers: CSVIPUserNameResolver (from
client IP to user name) andCSVLoginUserNameResolver (from the user name detected by RUM to a
logical user name that can bemapped from LDAP, for example). To use either one of them, do the
following:

1. On the RUM Enginemachine, edit the conf\resolver\UserNameResolver.xml file and change
the class to the required value (CSVIPUserNameResolver orCSVLoginUserNameResolver).

2. Save a .csv file with the relevant data in the same folder (conf\resolver\) and point the file param
in theUserNameResolver.xml to the file. The .csv format is important and it has contain both the
source and target (for example, columns for IPand name).

3. For each application for which you want to use this IP to name resolving, select Correlate end
user names and display aliases in the User NameDetection dialog box in EUM Administration
(see below).

4. Restart the RUM Engine. In the resolver.log and config.manager.log, check that your
configuration changes are correct.
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If you do not have a network diagram, the examples in "Appendix C - Network Examples" on page 41
may assist you in determining where to place the probes.
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Appendix C - Network Examples
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Send Documentation Feedback
If you have comments about this document, you can contact the documentation team by email. If an
email client is configured on this system, click the link above and an email window opens with the
following information in the subject line:

Feedback on Getting Started With RUM - Best Practices (Business Service Management 9.25)

Just add your feedback to the email and click send.

If no email client is available, copy the information above to a new message in a webmail client, and
send your feedback to Sw-doc@hp.com.

We appreciate your feedback!
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